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The contours of change in Education
1. Shift from digital replacement to digital transformation
2. Recognize that transformation and innovation start from within
3. Ensure that pedagogy drives technology, not vice versa
Source : AACSB International (AACSB)

3i : The framework of Jagran Lakecity University’s submission

Insights

Ideas

Influence

•

Insights: We worked on research, meeting communities,
parents, students, local leaders and academics and deep
dived into the insights and their views of future,
education, aspirations and digital mindsets.

•

Ideas: These insights and contexts formed the basis of
our bridge to the future and proposal.

•

Influence: Ideas and future gaze do not suffice. We feel
influences we build around these ideas to mainstream
and influence the influencers will make wider impact for
future of the education in a even more digitized world .
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Challenge - 1

Inclusive Education is the need of the times:

1

Education of Students in Rural Areas
•

1

•
•
•
•
•
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India is one of the most diverse and multi cultural countries
in the world.
We feel the template of education we create for future in
India, shall also serve the global communities well.
One side India is on a high growth trajectory, while on the
other side India is leashed and yearning to break the
shackles of underdevelopment and accessibility.
Lack of accessibility and availability of digital resources.
Limited availability of multi-lingual sources.
Mode of exam required for digital examination.
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Challenge - 2

Digital Education for PVI

11

• Use of traditional teaching methods are not
adequate any more for the dynamic digital
learning ecosystem.

• Role of socio-economic background in access
to good quality educational facilities.
• Lack of affordable device.
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Research

1

• We carried out research on available educational resources in
the rural area.
• Major issues faced by students in digital learning were mode of
delivery of lectures, language transitions, browsing
appropriate study materials, unequal access to digital
resources, unable to pace up with technological upgrades
• Better perspective of current educational model for PVI
(people with visual impairment)
• Explored the current technology used by institutions for
imparting knowledge to PVI
• Field research of institution on current existing situation of PVI
• Understanding the key qualities of PWD which can promote
better imparting of knowledge
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• There is a digital divide, too,
with just 4% of the rural
households having access
to computers as compared
to 23% in urban areas India.
Source : UNICEF
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Brainstorming

1
• Hence, the idea was shifted to a more feasible

model, i.e., the Educational Tablet
• The tablet encompasses necessary features
viable with currently available technology
• Also, in due consideration of the educational
model for PVI during COVID-19, we concluded the
idea of a Braille Keypad- taking voice commands,
and display through micro-bots
• From research conducted:
–Traditional education model of PVI is not
effective on digital application
–Present education models on digital space
for PVI and for the students of rural areas
were neither affordable nor accessible
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• Understanding and empathizing the key areas of
improvement in the educational model
• Exploring the most affected during forced
digitalization in COVID-19
• Discussing issues in depth for better digital
learning and assessment
• Solutions for the most affected: People in Rural
Areas and Visually Impaired
• First, the idea was to impart practical education
through AR and VR adoption
• However, the idea was too costly for the target
audience and became less feasible
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Endless debates, discussions, agreements,
disagreements, and resolutions. The journey
of hacking the solutions.
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• For the students in Rural areas: Educational Tablet
–There is a need of device which can provide necessary modules with
lower bandwidth.
–Also, a need for centers to provide services to students related to the
support necessary for technical assistance.
–Global content will provided to students in 22 major Indian
Languages.
–A better oriented examination medium for a more effective
evaluation over digital platform.

Solution

• For the PVI students: The Sentience
– Innovation in the model of learning.
– A technique to impart knowledge with growing digital era.
– A device with simpler handling and efficient mode of learning.
– Affordable option for digital education.
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Educational Tablet : Prototype
• Features:
– Monolithic Kernel based OS
– Artificial Intelligence
– Administration by teachers
– Huge built-in library as resources
– Multiple add-on for required subjects
• Importance:
– AI system will give control of the system to teachers for monitoring the
students in class.
– AI will restrict turning off camera in class.
– Authorized access only
– It will also monitor the students for any misbehavior and deter such acts.
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Sentience : Prototype
• Features:
– Use of Linux for a more secure and encrypted system
– Voice commands and display patterns on the device using microbots
– PDF formats to Braille- displayed through Microbots
– Audio books synchronized with microbots for better understanding
• Importance:
– Accessible global learning sources
– Preloaded data for accessible learning patterns
– Use of government authorized and prescribed subject formats
– Learning through digital mediums over traditional mode
– Simpler controls will provide self-reliance and independence to the user
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• Collaborate:
– NGO ( collaboration with NGOs and providing tablets)
– Start-ups (to promote and support cause like rural development)
– Career counselling & guidance (collaboration with schools)

Entrepreneurship

• Corporate Social Responsibility:
– Workshops
– Digital literacy programs
– Fests for PVI to showcase skills
– Scholarships
• Social Media:
– Regular Updates
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We aimed towards making impact in three layers:– Access of education in rural areas
– Access of digital education to the students with visual impairment
– Revolutionizing the conventional exam-taking pattern

Summary

1

Our prototype makes an impact in the following manner:– The custom-made tablet solves the issue of books, by shifting to ebooks entirely, which is secured by Linux encryption system.
– It revolutionizes the conventional exam-taking pattern by enabling
audio-visual exams in a few subjects for better experience (such as
communication skills).
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– Installed shuffling algorithm for unique paper generation, which will
be evaluated via use of machine learning, automatically providing
accurate analysis reports, eradicating the redundant work of teachers.
– For pen and paper exams, the exam-takers can write their exams via
stylus/speech recognition system.

Summary

– Our Braille keypad enables tactile sensation via microbes when it
receives input via voice commands/audio-books.
We have kept in mind the challenges our University faces and we
strongly believe anything which makes an impact for India, can have an
impression on the world as well!
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Digital Future of the Educational Model
JAGRAN LAKECITY UNIVERSITY, INDIA

The prototypes of educational tablet and Sentience keypad aims at
further improving the digital education model for better efficiency. The
proposed idea is to eradicate any boundaries which stop us from thriving
with the knowledge and skills everyone has the right to achieve.
We would like to acknowledge Global Education Forum in the 3rd Act and
Jagran Lakecity University, India, for giving us such an honorable platform
to present our vision.
We would also like to thank our facilitators Prof. Diwakar Shukla, Dr. Rolii
Khare, and Ms. Kirti Jain, and for their immense support.
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